
	   	  

The Dragon Illusion 
1. Using the dragon template, 

accurately cut out the dragon on 
the solid lines, being careful to 
include the tabs. 

2. Score the fold (dotted/dashed) 
lines and notice which folds are 
valley folds and which are 
mountain folds. 

3. Tape together your model, 
following the directions carefully. 

Filming the dragon 
4. Using a Flip camera, film your dragon from left to right and up and 

down a few times to show the illusion.   
5. Don’t worry about the audio, we will be deleting that.  
6. Download the video footage to imovie. 

Researching the dragon and 
Writing the script 

7. Research the dragon illusion and how the illusion works.  Take notes. 
8. Check multiple sources and record the sources so that you can include 

them in your credits. 
9.  With the information you have found, write a script to use as a 

narration for your movie that explains the illusion.  



	  

Editing the Movie 
10.In imovie, Go to FILE – Create New Event – label it dragon illusion 
11. Bring your movie clips into that event. 
12. Put together your clips, using a title, transitions, credits and a 

narration track in the timeline that includes your explanation of the 
illusion.   

13.On the dragon clips, highlight them, go to Modify – detach audio (it will 
not interfere with your narration.  

14.You may add music underneath the narration as long as it does not 
detract from the narration. 

15.Refer to the Dragon Illusion Rubric for how your movie will be graded. 

Turning in the Movie 
16.When you have completed your movie, Go to file – Share to a file. 
17.Label the movie  with the period, your name and the title: 

a. Example:  1EitnerDragonIllusion 
18.Upload the exported movie to your google drive and share with 

deitner@campbellusd.org 
19.Save the movie in your drive, this will be added to your portfolio in the 

future. 


